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Organizations that can’t justify the capital investment in TCRs 

(Teller Cash Recyclers) can still obtain a credible solution to 

managing and balancing cash volumes by using TellerCounts™.

TellerCounts™ is easy to install and automates the cash counting 

process accurately and efficiently. It allows you to populate 

your cash totals into any application straight from the currency 

counter.

Benefits to the end user:

• Easily balance commercial teller or retail cash drawers 

• Audit vaults quickly and accurately

• Run cash change orders effortlessly

TellerCounts™ is scalable from a Single User Interface to a  

Multi-User (Base Station) Interface to make high volume  

cash counting quick, easy, and accurate. This makes it  

affordable for any sized organization.

Maximize Your Cash 
Counting Speed & Accuracy

sales@addontechnologies.com 

1-704-882-2227
addontechnologies.com
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TellerCounts™ can be installed to support a single user or multiuser applications.

As a Single User interface, the utility may be installed directly onto the user’s PC. The bill counter 

plugs into an accessible USB port found on the PC (no COM Ports are required) and currency 

fields are instantly and accurately populated for ease of transaction counts and balancing. 

The Single User interface relies on a simple set-up utility to configure the system for your 

banking or retail software application right onto the PC, allowing a Teller to open the currency 

entry screen on their PC and count the bills on the currency counter. Once the Teller presses 

PRINT, the counts can be seen on their PC. 

For a full-scaled, network approach, the TellerCounts™ application allows multiple users access 

to one cash discriminator for ease of high-volume counting, balancing, and auditing of cash 

drawers, vaults, business change orders, and more. 

The Base Station network interface allows any number of teller workstations to work with 

a networked bill counter. Any number of teller workstations can be brought online with no 

additional license fees. The platform allows the Teller to open the cash entry window at their 

teller workstation and enter their personal Teller number before counting the bills using the 

networked bill counter.

To count the bills, the Teller will press the bill counter PRINT key and transfer the counts into the 

Base Station, then use the Base Station send button to fill the cash fields at their workstation. 

Overlay Mode
Overlay mode allows for multiple passes of the currency counter to add together in a single 

set of denomination totals. Mutilated currency can also be manually entered into the overlay 

mode screen. When the user has accounted for all currency and presses the “accept” button, all 

counts will be added into the teller application.

Both Overlay Mode and Base Station can wedge into five different teller screens allowing for 

application flexibility and operational streamlining.

Single or Base Station Set-up

Contact Us!

Who Benefits from TellerCounts™
• Banks/Credit Unions

• Treasury Departments of  
schools and businesses

• Casinos

• Armored truck services
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